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The Merge

The idea of a blockchain is that you want to do bank transfers without a bank. You want
people to be able to do transactions, and have them confirmed, and have there be some
canonical agreed list of the transactions, but you don’t want to trust some central party to do
it. 

At a high level, the blockchain solution is to confirm transactions by letting everyone keep a
copy of the transaction ledger. And then the official ledger is based on consensus
among people who have some demonstrated stake in the system. What that has often
meant in practice — what it means in Bitcoin and what it originally meant in Ethereum — is
“proof of work.” What you do is, you buy a bunch of computers, and you set them to work
solving meaningless math problems, and whoever solves the most math problems the
fastest gets to confirm a block of Bitcoin transactions, and they are rewarded with some
newly minted Bitcoins and then everyone starts over solving more math problems to confirm
more transactions. Buying the computers, and paying for the electricity to run them to solve
the math problems, demonstrates your commitment to Bitcoin: It would be crazy to spend all
that money on computers and electricity to confirm fake transactions, which would
undermine the value of Bitcoin and thus of your investment.[1]

This is called “mining”: You spend money on computers and electricity, and then you are
rewarded with newly created Bitcoins. And there are people, and publicly traded companies,
who are in the business of Bitcoin mining and thus of maintaining the Bitcoin network. The
inputs are electricity and the outputs are Bitcoin.

This was a clever innovation and has some important benefits. It lets you have a ledger that
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This was a clever innovation and has some important benefits. It lets you have a ledger that
is maintained by people with incentives to do the right thing — people you can trust
— without knowing who they are. There is no pre-approved list of people who are allowed to
maintain the Bitcoin ledger; anyone who buys enough computers and electricity can
participate. It is permissionless. But because they have to buy all those computers and
electricity, they have good incentives to maintain the ledger in a good way.

But there are some problems. The biggest is that it uses a ton of electricity solving pointless
math problems, which seems wasteful both in environmental terms (you’re emitting a lot of
carbon to generate all that electricity) and also in economic terms (the Bitcoin system is
effectively paying utility companies a lot of money to maintain its ledger). Developers of later
blockchains realized that, if the point here is to have transactions confirmed by people with
a demonstrated stake in the system, there are easier ways to demonstrate a stake in the
system.[2] Most simply: If you have a lot of Bitcoins, you will want Bitcoin to be valuable,
and so you will want to confirm transactions honestly in order to keep Bitcoin valuable.
Instead of proving that you have an economic stake in the system by spending a lot of
money on computers and electricity, you could prove that you have an economic stake in
the system by spending a lot of money on Bitcoin. If you have a lot of Bitcoin, that proves
that you care about Bitcoin, so you get to participate in confirming transactions.

Well, that is not how Bitcoin works, but it is how Ethereum works starting, uh, today-ish.
Bloomberg’s Olga Kharif and David Pan report:

Ethereum is about to get a makeover. The popular crypto network that runs
Ether, the world’s second-most-valuable digital currency, could morph as early
as Sept. 14 into a configuration that shakes up the entire crypto universe.

The long-anticipated software change, “the Merge” to crypto fans worldwide,
will lower Ethereum’s energy use by 99%, silencing critics who dislike the
blockchain for its electricity consumption—enough to power Finland for a year
by one estimate. …

Ethereum’s new process will rely instead on what’s called proof of stake. It
consumes very little power, because it doesn’t depend on miners. It does
require entities called validators to put some skin in the game in the form of
Ether coins. Staking, or putting coins in the pot, gives large Ether owners the
right to add a block of transactions to the ledger; they’re rewarded with new
Ether when they do so. All Ether tokens will now pay interest when placed into
staking wallets. The software upgrade is called the Merge because the
existing Ethereum blockchain will combine with a parallel network that’s been
running for almost two years to test the proof-of-stake concept.

If you have a lot of Ether, you can stake them and be a validator and confirm transactions
and get rewarded with additional Ether. Or, if you have a smaller amount of Ether, you can
delegate them to a validator: You hand them over to some validator that you trust, and that
validator can stake them and confirm transactions and get rewarded with additional Ether
and give you some of them. In practice, it is natural for big crypto exchanges like Binance,
Coinbase and Kraken to be in this business: They are holding on to people’s Ether for them
anyway, and they have a big economic interest in Ether working well, so they might as well
stake customers’ coins, validate transactions, and share the staking rewards with their
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stake customers’ coins, validate transactions, and share the staking rewards with their
customers. 

The economic model here is a bit different from the Bitcoin proof-of-work model. In that
model, professional miners basically buy electricity and turn it into Bitcoins. In this model,
professional stakers, or their customers, basically buy Ether and turn it into more Ether. You
take your Ether, you lock it up in an account at a financial services firm for a while, and your
Ether grows by some steady percentage. You know: like interest. Kharif and Pan write:

But for investors, the advantage is that Ether post-Merge will resemble more
of a traditional financial asset that pays interest, like a bond or a certificate of
deposit. That could entice hedge funds, asset managers, and wealthy
individuals who’ve stayed on the crypto sidelines so far. …

To acolytes, staked Ether becomes like shares of stock that generate
dividends or bonds that pay a yield. Ether’s yield could be relatively attractive:
Owners who stake their coins can get about 4% now, and that’s expected to
rise post-Merge. As much as 80% of all Ether supply— about $170 billion at
current prices—could eventually be staked, according to ConsenSys, an
Ethereum blockchain technology provider. “I think that Ethereum’s merge
fundamentally changes the asset,” says Jack Neureuter, research analyst at
Fidelity Digital Assets, a unit of Fidelity Investments Inc. that plans to offer
custody and trading in Ether later this year. “It fundamentally changes the
investment case around it.” …

Still, for existing Ether investors, staked coins will be similar to putting money
to work instead of stuffing it under a mattress. The yield feature allows
traditional finance professionals who’ve long struggled with valuing crypto
assets to perform cash-flow analyses to compare Ether’s performance with
that of traditional assets. They can also benchmark staked Ether against other
investments. “It’s not risk-free, but it gets you close,” says Henry Elder, head
of decentralized finance at Wave Financial Group, an investment manager.
“This is something that crypto really struggled with: How do you compare
asset managers, how do you compare performance? I think that’s super
important, because when you get to institutional investors, that’s the language
that they speak.”

In one sense, crypto is in the business of constantly reinventing or rediscovering the basic
ideas of financial history, and it is funny for crypto to reinvent interest. In another sense this
is cool: Crypto has rediscovered interest from entirely different principles. In traditional
finance, you get interest on your money because you are lending it to someone else to build
some productive business. In crypto, you get interest on your money because you are
getting paid for maintaining the ledger.[3]

A few notes. First, we talked a lot a few years ago about Bitcoin futures. The idea of a
Bitcoin futures contract is that you get economic exposure to the price of Bitcoin without
actually holding a Bitcoin: For every dollar that the price of Bitcoin goes up, you get paid $1
on your futures contract.[4] When Bitcoin futures contracts launched on traditional
exchanges in 2017, the futures traded at a large premium to Bitcoin itself: People might pay
$18,000 for a Bitcoin but $18,500 for a Bitcoin future. I explained this by saying that, for a lot
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$18,000 for a Bitcoin but $18,500 for a Bitcoin future. I explained this by saying that, for a lot
of traditional institutional investors, it was much more pleasant to hold a futures contract on
a regulated exchange than it is to hold a Bitcoin. If you own a Bitcoin, you’ll probably lose
your private keys or get hacked or something; your compliance department and regulators
won’t know what to make of it. If you own a futures contract on an exchange, that’s fine,
that’s a normal thing, your systems and lawyers and regulators know how to handle that.
So traditional investors who wanted to get into Bitcoin would buy futures, and more nimble
hedge funds would sell them the futures and buy Bitcoin to hedge, and the hedge funds
would get paid a premium because they were doing valuable work.

This effect has reduced over time, as institutions have gotten more comfortable and efficient
about owning crypto. And with staking it reverses. If you own actual Ethereum, you can
stake it and earn interest. If you own Ethereum futures, you miss out on the interest. So spot
Ethereum should be worth more than futures, and futures for near-term delivery should be
worth more than futures for later delivery. Ethereum should be in backwardation rather than
contango: The forward price should decline over time, because owning Ether now (and
getting interest) is more valuable than owning it later (and missing out). If you are a hedge
fund buying spot Ether and selling Ether futures to institutions, now you should pay them.

Second, I said above that it is natural for big centralized crypto exchanges to be Ethereum
stakers: They are keeping track of customer money anyway, they care about the
ecosystem, they have rails to pay staking rewards to customers, etc. But the exchanges
have other incentives: They tend to be big regulated companies located in financial centers;
their executives tend to be rich and want to stay that way and avoid prison. They are thus
convenient subjects of regulation. Some people in crypto worry that letting them be in
charge of confirming Ethereum transactions will mean that the Ethereum ledger itself
becomes too subject to regulation. At the Financial Times, Scott Chipolina reports:

This problem has become clearer since the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (Ofac) last month imposed sanctions against Tornado Cash,
an Ethereum-based platform that the government accused of facilitating
billions-worth of laundered crypto. The staunchest of crypto’s libertarian army
had said the heavy hand of government would prove ineffective against the
kinds of “smart contracts” — computer software designed to automate
transactions — that run on decentralised platforms. Yet, sanctions have
proved effective after all. In the weeks since Tornado Cash was targeted,
transactions on the platform nosedived.

That worry is bound to cross the minds of Ethereum’s future guardians,
including exchanges Binance and Coinbase, and staking platform Lido
Finance. According to Nansen data, these companies are already some of the
biggest Ethereum staking players around, and thus will be trusted to secure
the network post-Merge. Last month, Coinbase chief executive Brian
Armstrong said his exchange would likely quit the staking business before
censoring the network.

As guardians of the Ethereum network, these entities will have to decide
whether or not to validate and process blocks of transactions that may contain
transactions coming from entities under sanctions such as Tornado Cash.
That hardly sounds like the censorship-resistant utopia envisioned by the
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That hardly sounds like the censorship-resistant utopia envisioned by the
idealists — although critics of bitcoin point out that the concentration of miners
(who are overwhelmingly based in certain countries such as the US and
Russia) in that blockchain also amounts to a centralised system.

The idea is that if Coinbase and Binance are confirming all of the Ethereum transactions,
and the US Treasury goes to them and says “hey don’t confirm any Ethereum transactions
from the following list of Russian-affiliated addresses,” they’ll do what Treasury says rather
than risking unpleasantness with the US government. And so the Ethereum blockchain will
become a policy arm of the US government (or other governments with power over stakers),
like the dollar financial system is. I am not so sure about this worry: As Chipolina notes,
Bitcoin mining is also pretty concentrated, including in US public companies, and I suppose
that the Treasury could lean on Bitcoin miners to exclude Russian transactions too. But,
sure. Centralization exposes crypto to more effective regulation; if a million anonymous
users confirm transactions then they’re hard to censor, but if six big exchanges confirm
transactions then those exchanges will want to stay on the good side of regulators.

I suppose one more point is that if you are a big US-based crypto exchange and you are
paying staking rewards on Ethereum, does that make your offering a security that needs to
be registered under US Securities and Exchange Commission rules? An interest-paying
crypto lending product is probably a security, the SEC  said last year, and while it is not
exactly rushing to clarify the situation for staking, you might worry. “There is regulatory
uncertainty regarding the status of our staking, lending, rewards, and other yield-generating
activities under the U.S. federal and state securities laws,” says Coinbase Global Inc. in its
SEC filings, and with the Merge that might be a bigger risk.

Vacation banking

A widespread belief among investment bankers is that you have to work 100-hour weeks, at
least early in your career, to be good at the job. There is a lot to learn, and you need to get it
down by heart; you need to demonstrate total commitment to your bank and its clients; you
need to respond to client requests instantly even if it takes all night; you need to absorb the
culture of banking. This stuff just can’t be done in 40 hours a week. Maybe 80; maybe you
can have a few protected weekends or work-free vacations. But it’s not a 9-to-5 job.

A lot of people find this belief weird and implausible. “Why not hire twice as many people,
pay them half as much and let them work 40 hours a week,” those people ask. “Nonsense,”
old-school investment bankers say, “that wouldn’t work at all, you don’t understand
anything.” I am a former investment banker myself, and I tend to think that the bankers
make some good points. But I don’t know. It’s possible that they — we — all have blinders
on, that we were hazed by our banking experiences and unthinkingly pass on the mistakes
that were inflicted on us to the next generation. Maybe it would be better to hire more
people and work them 40 hours a week; maybe they’d be better bankers if they had more
time to think and sleep and socialize. I don’t know. There are not really any controlled
experiments.

Until now:

Citigroup has opened its new hub for junior investment bankers in the
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Citigroup has opened its new hub for junior investment bankers in the
beachside Spanish city of Málaga, insisting the move is more than a gimmick
as Wall Street lenders battle for young talent amid criticism of burnout in
banking.

The US bank selected 27 analysts from more than 3,000 applicants for the
two-year programme, which started on Wednesday. Promising eight-hour
days and work-free weekends, it aims to distinguish itself from the punishing
seven-day working weeks common for young staff in London and New York.
…

However, some rivals have dismissed the idea as a stunt that could ultimately
hamper the careers of those who decide to spend their initial years working
less than half the hours and earning about half the starting salary of their
peers in Citi’s main offices. ...

“Sometimes banks burn out our analysts, so we want to prove they can work
limited hours and still add value,” [Citi’s María Díaz del Río] added. “When
they are working on M&A deals, maybe we will ask them to work longer, but
will compensate them with more holidays. They will be the fresh ones on live
transactions, they will have more time to think and be creative.”

I mean it’s not really a controlled experiment; you had to apply for Málaga, so presumably it
selects for people who value lifestyle over commitment, and it’s in Málaga — “a sunny,
culture and food-orientated city on Spain’s southern coast that is far from the world’s biggest
financial hubs” — rather than London or New York. They should have randomly assigned
junior analysts to work either 40-hour weeks on the 30th floor of their New York office or 80-
hour weeks on the 31st floor. Remove all the confounding variables and see who does a
better job. 

Still it is a fun experiment. Do you think it’s true that “they will have more time to think and
be creative”? Or do you think that they will be watching the clock and doing the minimum so
they can leave at 5 for culture and food? I mean, I know what Citi thinks:

After two years, those who have performed well will have the opportunity to
apply for jobs in New York, London or elsewhere.

“There is obviously a question about how many will choose to go into a full-
time, mainstream investment banking career,” said [Citi’s co-head of
investment banking, Manolo] Falcó. “If you want to go all the way, you have to
move from Málaga eventually.”

Well. If in 20 years the Málaga alums are the ones running Citi — if their extra time to think
creatively and soak up culture positioned them to be better bankers[5] — then I suppose
that would change? If the Málaga plan is so good, why would you have to move on from it? 
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Musk Twitter stuff

Yes, well, clearly:

Twitter Inc. shareholders approved the $44 billion takeover that Elon Musk is
trying to abandon on the same day that a whistleblower alleged at a hearing
on Capitol Hill that the social-media company misled regulators about security
failures. …

Twitter shareholders approved the takeover offer, with 98.6% of votes cast at
a special meeting in favor of the deal, based on a preliminary tally of votes,
the company said after polling closed Tuesday.

We talked about this yesterday; I said it would be pretty silly to vote against the deal. And in
fact almost no one did. Only about 60% of Twitter’s shares voted at all, but that was plenty
to approve the deal. It is not immediately clear to me whether Elon Musk voted his shares in
favor of the merger, as he was obligated to do under the merger agreement (unless he has
terminated the agreement (which he says he has (though Twitter says he hasn’t))), but he
certainly didn’t vote against the merger, and anyway it doesn’t matter either way.

Still, about 4.1 million shares — about $173 million worth — voted against the deal. Why? I
guess you could tell a couple of stories. One is, you’re a Twitter shareholder because you
believe in the long-term value of the company. You think that it has a huge opportunity to
make a ton of money, and that its current management has the ability to execute against
that opportunity. You have built a financial model and it says that Twitter is worth $70 per
share, based on the discounted value of its expected (by you) future cash flows. So you
don’t want to sell to Elon Musk at $54.20; you want to keep your shares in this valuable
company. All very possible. Very much a minority opinion! But 1.4% of shareholders might
think this, sure.[6]

The other is, you’re a Twitter shareholder and also have some sort of socially-responsible-
investing view. Perhaps you have a mandate to pursue the best interests of all stakeholders
in the companies you invest in. Perhaps you are an individual investor and you want to do
good with your money. Perhaps you are a diversified index-y investor and you think a lot
about the systemic effects of your investment. In any case, you evaluate the situation
holistically, and you say “well, sure, Twitter is worth less than $54.20, but I think it will be
bad for the world (or for Twitter’s employees, its users, etc.) for Elon Musk to own it, so I am
going to vote against the deal.”[7]
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I suspect this is even more of a minority opinion.[8] We talk a lot around here — lots of
people talk a lot everywhere — about socially responsible investing and ESG and
stakeholder capitalism and the purpose of corporations. And certainly back when Elon Musk
said he wanted to buy Twitter, he said he wanted to do it for social and philosophical
reasons. You could imagine the shareholder vote being about people’s competing visions
for Twitter as a product and as a public service. But, nah. Twitter’s board, and its
shareholders, have pretty consistently cared only about the money.[9]

Meanwhile here’s what the hedge funds are up to:

Hedge funds including David Einhorn’s Greenlight Capital and Pentwater
Capital Management are wagering that Elon Musk won’t get his way this
time. 

Musk, the world’s richest person and a renowned sparring partner with
regulators over securities laws, is trying to back out of his agreement to buy
Twitter Inc. for $44 billion. Several hedge funds have purchased stock, options
or bonds -- speculating that Musk will lose a trial scheduled to begin Oct. 17 in
Delaware Chancery Court. …

The law is clear, Einhorn told investors in a letter last month. And “if it were
anyone other than Musk, we would handicap the odds of the buyer wiggling
out of the deal to be much less than 5%,” he said. ...

“We think that the incentive of the Delaware Chancery Court, the preeminent
and most respected business court in the nation, is to actually follow the law
and apply it here,” Einhorn wrote.

Well, that’s fine, and I think I have been pretty clear around here that (1) I also think the
odds are against Musk and (2) this is definitely definitely not investment advice, and if you
are a hedge-fund analyst making the case for buying Twitter and you’re showing your boss
my columns, knock it off right now. But mostly I want to point out that, while some hedge
funds are making this bet, it is not exactly the market consensus. Twitter’s stock closed
yesterday at $41.74. That probably implies better-than-even odds of the deal closing,[10]
but not 95%. Some hedge funds are betting that Musk can’t get out of the deal, but the
market has some doubts.

Things happen

A Dubious Truck, a Whistleblower Army, and Inept Spies: Inside the Very Weird Nikola
Saga. Dueling Portraits of Nikola Founder Trevor Milton Presented at Securities-Fraud Trial.
Nikola Whistle-Blower Made $600,000 Off Short Sale, Jury Told. Terra Co-Founder Do
Kwon Faces Arrest Warrant in South Korea. Milk, Diapers and Checking Accounts: Banking
Comes to Walmart. EU targets €140bn from windfall taxes on energy companies. Credit
Suisse-Tycoon Clash Has Wealth Industry Holding Its Breath. Adam Neumann Handing
Over Part of Property Holdings to Fund Startup. Chinese Rush to Repay Mortgages Gains
Momentum in Abrupt U-Turn. SEC Proposes Rules to Improve Risk Management in
Clearance and Settlement and to Facilitate Additional Central Clearing for the U.S. Treasury
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SUV.’ Morrisons turns volume of check out beeps down as mark of respect to Queen. 
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[1] Satoshi Nakamoto says: “If a greedy attacker is able to assemble more CPU power than
all the honest nodes, he would have to choose between using it to defraud people by
stealing back his payments, or using it to generate new coins. He ought to find it more
profitable to play by the rules, such rules that favour him with more new coins than everyone
else combined, than to undermine the system and the validity of his own wealth.”

[2] Another one is like: If a dozen banks and institutional investors get together to build a
blockchain system for trading syndicated loans or whatever, then they could just agree that
the transactions are confirmed by a majority vote of the 12 of them. If you have a set of pre-
approved trusted parties then all of this is simpler. Proof-of-work and proof-of-stake are
ways to get good security *without* that pre-approved list.

[3] I suppose in some very approximate sense a bank in traditional finance collects its net
interest margin in part as compensation for the work of maintaining the ledger of bank
transactions? And you get paid interest on your savings account in part for delegating that
authority to the bank? I guess? I feel like no one would have described it that way, before
crypto.

[4] Actually $5, in that the CME Bitcoin futures contract has a contract size of 5 Bitcoins, but
you know what I mean.

[5] Or if they were simply naturally more talented, and the same personality traits that made
them more talented also made them apply for the more relaxed Málaga posting.

[6] In theory, if you think this, then you should be borrowing billions of dollars to buy more
shares to defeat this deal, or even to propose a competing deal at a higher price. In practice
you might vaguely think this without too much conviction, and just vote your shares no.

[7] A variant on this is: You are a Twitter *employee*, as well as a shareholder, and you don’t
want to work for Elon Musk. Or you’re a Twitter *user* for that matter, and you are voting
your interests as a user of the platform rather than your economic interests as a
shareholder.

[8] And in fact you could plausibly have the view that it is *good* for the world, the product,
etc., for Musk to own Twitter. Twitter's current management comes in for a lot of criticism,
and Musk has a lot of talents, and if you like his views on free speech you might want him to
own Twitter.

[9] Law professor Robert Anderson tweeted the other day about Twitter’s law firm: “Wachtell
Lipton has always been the law firm that said the sole focus on short-term shareholder
value was destructive for companies and the broader economy. Now, it's arguing that a
court should order a company sold to a man it says acts in bad faith, doesn't live up to his
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court should order a company sold to a man it says acts in bad faith, doesn't live up to his
commitments, is causing irreparable harm to the company, unfairly disparages the company
and its management, is causing turmoil among its employees, and on and on. Why? To
serve the best interests of the company? No, to serve short-term shareholder value, in the
form of $54.20.” I take his point: Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz (disclosure: where I used to
work) has very consistently taken the position that corporate boards don’t have to listen to
activist shareholders pursuing short-term value maximization, that they can consider the
interests of all stakeholders in their companies. And from their filings in this case, they sure
don’t seem to think that Elon Musk would be the best owner of Twitter from the perspective
of the company, its stakeholders, or the world generally. They just think that shareholders
should get their $54.20 because a deal’s a deal.

[10] This depends on your assumptions about timing and how much Twitter is worth without
the Musk deal. But if you assume standalone Twitter — after this deal falls apart, after it
gets battered in court and in Congress, etc. — is worth about $20, then betting on the deal
closing by buying stock at $41.74 means that you make $12.46 if you’re right and lose
$21.74 if you’re wrong, suggesting roughly 3-to-2 implied odds in favor of closing.
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